
Ihope you enjoyed my previous
Tucano design enough to be
encouraged by this larger example

of the type. As I stated in the first part
of these two articles, the new model
(whilst sporting the same flat-sheet
wing design), offers improved scale
detail, a rudder and undercarriage
option, and truly superior flying
qualities. In short, if you were happy
with my smaller Speed 400 Tuc’, then
you’re gonna just love this one to bits.
In the last issue we discussed
construction of the wing and tail, this
time we’ll look at the remaining parts
of the build and then fly the pants off it.

FUSELAGE
Having semi-joined the fuselage sides
by gluing only halfway down F2 and
F3, you have to decide whether to
operate the rudder and elevator using
snakes or pushrods. Either will do, but

if using snakes, the outers will
need to be secured in the correct
positions now, before adding the
rear lower sheeting. The firm
tapered lower front sheeting is
also glued in place noting that it
extends level with F1.

If you’ve decided to go for the
undercarriage option, you’ll need
to insert a ply reinforcing plate on
the inner surface of the lower
front sheeting to take the screws
that secure the nose leg saddle
clamps. The ‘chin’ can now be
shaped, which includes carving
away the lower part of F1 to achieve
the desired shape. Note: Do not shape
the rest of this sheet until later.With the
fuselage upright again, run epoxy
along the un-glued portion of F2 and
F3, then hold firmly in place until set.

After sanding the rear fuselage
upper edges level, take a length of

suitable triangular
stock and plane a ‘flat’
on it, 3/16” wide. Cut
to the lengths shown,
and glue to the upper
edges, making sure
they end up absolutely
square to accept the
two-part top sheet.
This triangular stock
now gives enough
bulk to facilitate
rounding off the upper
deck to match F5 at
the front, tapered to
the height and profile
shown on the plan at
the rear.

The upper nose sheeting can
now be added and shaped to the
profile of F1 and F4. In order to
install the motor you’ll need to cut
a portion of this, so do it now,
allowing plenty of room for
manoeuvring the can (and gearbox
if you decide to use one) around.

If fitting a nose leg, glue the
hardwood support block against F2.
Wrap some 80-grade abrasive
paper around a suitable object (a
small aerosol can or even a toilet
roll centre have been used), and
sand the concave groove into the
cheeks of the nose section until the
shape matches F1.You may just go

through to the doublers, but that’s
what they’re for.

TAIL ASSEMBLY
Ensure that, when mounted on its
platform, the tailplane is level with the
wing and at right angles to the fin post,
then glue it in place.Your fin can be
added next along with the fin gusset,
making sure both components line up
with the fuselage perfectly. Also, add
the two triangular tailplane gussets.

The rear deck line is extended to the
back, each side of the fin, using some
scrap sheet or triangle; it’s far easier to
shape these before gluing them in
place. Add the fin gusset, which needs
to be positioned exactly in the middle
of the thicker gusset and perfectly in
line with the fuselage.

Finally, round-off all forward-facing
edges, and smooth some lightweight
filler into the gusset arrangement to
finish off. Dummy-fit the rudder and
elevators, then make a cut-out in the
rudder to clear the elevator joining
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PRO-PLAN - PART 2

SHORTS TUCANO
NIGEL HAWES RETURNS WITH THE CONCLUDING PART 

OF HIS LATEST PLAN BUILD
She’s a floater so
be prepared to
give her plenty of
space when
turning for finals.

You could use blue
foam for the
cockpit but let’s
face it, the model
comes alive with a
bit of cockpit detail
an a few pilots.

If you’re one of
those people who
find hand-
launching a
problem, then rest
assured, you’ll just
love this model.
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